






RAINY SEASON 
Students of Grade -III Bluejay of MVN, Aravali Hills,
presented a beautiful assembly on the theme— the
Rainy Season. It was heartening to see students talking
so beautifully about the respite this season brings from
the scorching heat, cooling down the atmosphere &
thereby bringing a new lease of life to the earth. They
also talked about how this season replenishes our
natural water resources and is important for our crops
too. They warned everyone about how our planet lies
in the danger of turning barren without rain and how
life will not survive as we see it now around us. They
told that the onset of the rainy season brings freshness
and peace of mind. Students also apprised the
audience about the role of Indian Meteorological
Department during these days. This informative
assembly concluded with a poem and a wonderful
dance performance keeping the audience happily
engrossed till the end.























KARGIL VIJAY  DIWAS DAY 
“The freedom and liberty ,we Indians enjoy comes at the cost
of the sacrifices of the heroic soldiers who dedicate their lives
for us to live peacefully.”

Students of Grade-III- Canary paid a heartwarming tribute to
the brave soldiers who fought this war in the Kargil district of
Jammu and Kashmir fought between India and Pakistan in
May,1999. This day is celebrated every year by the Indians on
26th July. It is also known as the OPERATION VIJAY DIWAS.
The assembly presentation included the history and
significance of celebrating this day, a beautiful poem and a
mesmerising dance performance along with the statements
made by the fearless commandos who were a part of this war.

















INDEPENDENCE DAY 
Independence Day is a day not just for celebration but

also to remember the sacrifices made by the freedom

fighters and pay a tribute to them and thank them.

Freedom is a gift handed over to us, so it becomes our

duty now to teach our students the value of this freedom

and gear them up to safeguard and preserve this

independence for the coming generations .Grade-III-Dove

presented a mesmerising assembly showcasing the

struggle of freedom fighters through a beautiful drama

followed by an equally amazing dance performance

celebrating this auspicious day of our independence.

The feeling of patriotism was kindled when students

spoke about the glory of our freedom struggle by the

freedom fighters . The meaning of the word BHARAT was

beautifully explained . The assembly concluded with a

talk on our national flag, the Tiranga, its history and

meaning and Har Ghar Tiranga Campaign, encouraging

all to be a part of it.











JANMASHTAMI ....the birthday of Lord
Krishna, one of the most famous
reincarnations of Lord Vishnu is
celebrated with lots of festivity and
gaiety. Students of 3 Egret presented a
special assembly on this occasion with
great enthusiasm and zeal.
The highlight of this spectacular
presentation included a beautiful short
skit on how Krishna was born, the
teachings of Krishna drafted in Bhagwat
Geeta and still relevant and a shlok with
its meaning. A melodious song on
Krishna Dhun and a spectacular dance
performed on a wonderfully decorated
stage with Krishna’s cradle enthralled
the audience.













A beautiful assembly was presented by the students of III-F on
the theme-Sports-an integral part of a student’s life.
Students not only explained the significance of sports but also
enacted as the top winners for different games at International
Level by Indians also displaying the game they excelled in. The
highlights of the assembly included very melodious songs,
poems, quotes and informative ppts. On the old traditional
games of the country and the specially abled sports stars of our
country. A special mention was made about the visit of Pullela
Gopichand at MVN-88 branch. The students also invited the
Sports teachers of the Primary wing on the stage and appreciated
their efforts . The assembly concluded with a wonderful dance
performance highlighting once again the Indian Sports stars.





Our little ones from Grade-1 Albatross and

Canary presented a mesmerising Assembly

based on the auspicious occasion of Ganesh

Chaturthi. It was amazing to see these little

rockstars speak with elan about the festival.

A wonderful prayer and shlokas followed by

a skit , a beautiful dance and a procession

showing kids bringing the Ganpati at home

added sparkle to the whole presentation.

The Principal Mrs. Neeta Arora graced the

assembly and blessed the students.







To express their gratitude and honour

their teachers, a special assembly was

conducted by the students of III-

Goldcrest . They dressed up as different

subject teachers and presented a

beautiful and interesting skit based on

the daily routine of a student in school

depicting how a teacher inspires them

and helps them. This was followed by a

heart touching melodious song dedicated

to all the teachers. A wonderful dance

performance thanking the teachers kept

the audience spell bound. The assembly

was witnessed by the Principal Mrs.

Neeta Arora and the Vice Principal Mrs

Mona Dua. They appreciated the

students’ efforts and congratulated them.













तमसो मा ज्योततर्गमय

meaning lead me from darkness to light that empowers us to
commit ourselves to do good deeds. This is the essence of Diwali.
Students of Grade I,II & III enjoyed the celebration of Diwali with
happiness .A special assembly was presented by the students of
Grade 2 Albatross and Bluejay on this pious occasion. The
celebration commenced with a devotional dance performance on
Ganesh Vandana. A soulful rendition of festive poem and songs
brought out the essence of the festival -celebration of life and
goodness which was presented by the students with full vigour.
Children highlighted the significance of eco friendly Diwali by
suggesting ways to celebrate a green and safe Diwali. The
children dressed up as mythological characters of Ramayana nd
depicted Lord Rama’s life in a dance drama that aptly revisited
the historical & traditional significance of the festival-the victory
of good over evil. All the participants rocked the show with the
blend of cosmic tune and divine vision. The assembly concluded
with blessings and special Diwali greetings by Principal Mrs.
Neeta Arora.















National Doctor's Day

“Medicines cure diseases but only doctors

can cure patients.”

Students of Grade I,II & III of MVN, Aravali

Hills celebrated Doctor’s Day on 1st July,

the day dedicated to doctors and

celebrated nationwide. They made and

assembled a First Aid Box and learnt how

to use it. Students were also apprised

with the significance and history of this

day. Students of Grade I created Thank

You cards for the doctors. The

participation was overwhelming.









From little seeds grow mighty trees.

Our little green ambassadors of Grade

I,II& III made sweet little Seed Potlis with

the seeds of seasonal fruits wrapped

inside a cloth. Some of them put the

seeds in hand made paper bags using old

newspapers and magazines. These were

then tied with colourful ribbons and tags.

Students were guided to gift these potlis

to their friends so as to spread greenery

all around ,thereby contributing in their

own way to create a green earth. They

were excited, happy and very enthusiastic

in participating in this activity.









Trees are the Earth’s endless effort to speak to the
heaven.
Our students are the custodians of our planet .They
need to understand and value the gift of life, that is,
trees. To make them aware of the endless benefits
which we get from trees, a Speak-On Competition
was held for the students of Grade II & III.
Students spoke with elan on topics -Trees are the
lungs of our Earth & Trees are our lifeline. It was
heartening to see the enthusiasm of all who
participated in this competition. Beautiful props
added on more sparkle to the whole activity.





Seed art is an inexpensive way of letting
kids develop their fine motor skills and
experiment with natural colours and
textures. Students of Grade II & III were
engaged in a fun activity making use of the
seeds of the fruits they ate. They drew
different images on sheets and filled these
images with the dried seeds of seasonal
fruits and vegetables to create beautiful
patterns. They were guided to replant these
seeds later on. All the students enjoyed the
activity.



















Friendship day celebrates

our relationship with

people whom we love and

cherish. Keeping this in

mind, the students of

Grade I celebrated the

‘Bond of Friendship’ with

a fun-filled activity.

Children created

momentos for their

friends, recollecting the

good times they have

together and the

wonderful qualities of

their buddies.











RAKHI CRAFT 

Rakhi is a festival celebrating the

bond of love between siblings. Our

little ones from Grade-I, II & III

made beautiful rakhis with reusable

material from home. The highlight of

the activity was dedicating the rakhi

to the soldiers of our country,

thanking them for being there and

providing protection to each and

every citizen.













For the children of Grade I, learning
is not restricted to books . They
indulge themselves in various fun
filled activities like quiz ,role play
,collecting material for different types
of clothes and gather information
from various theme based bulletin
boards in school premises to learn
and grow each day.











INDEPENDENCE DAY  

As we celebrate 75 th Independence Day, it becomes

important to respect and honour our country and recognize

the sacrifices made by the freedom fighters and value the

gift of freedom handed over to us. To instill the feeling of

patriotism and to let it remain kindled in the heart of each

student, a competition was organised for the students of

Grade-2 & 3 to speak and write a slogan on some beautiful

patriotic themes in both English and Hindi languages.

Proud little Indians of Grade 1created Tricolour badges.

They spoke with great enthusiasm, about freedom fighters

who led India to its independence,Rani Lakshmi Bai,

Bhagat Singh, Mangal Pandey, Mahatma Gandhi ,

Lokmanya Tilak. It was overwhelming to see an

enthusiastic response to these activities.











Shri Krishna Janamashtmi marks the birth

of Lord Krishna. To help our little ones

learn the importance of Indian traditions,

various exciting activities such as decorating

matkis & crowns were conducted. Students

of Grade 1 enjoyed colouring handouts with

pictures of little Krishna, Devki, Vasudev,

Balaram, Sudama, Yashoda and Nandbaba.

The activity involved them to unleash their

creative skills and their joy knew no bound

as they happily adorned the beautifully

decorated crowns and held their matkis .







Sports truly shape a child’s life teaching him about a better

way of living, about winning and losing , about accepting

defeat with grace, about being fair and honest in their

approach and team spirit. To inculcate such values in our

students, both outdoor and indoor games were planned for

the students of Grade-1,2 & 3 on the occasion of National

Sports Day. The teachers apprised the children with the

significance of Sports in a student’s life . Children participated

enthusiastically in different racing events such as

wheelbarrow race, lemon and spoon race ,balance act, relay

races like -pack your bag, pass the ball ,enjoy the

refreshment. The classrooms were transformed into mini

indoor stadiums with students thoroughly enjoying different

kinds of board games.











Keeping up with the teachings that
tag along with the festival of
Diwali, a Chaupai & Doha
Recitation Competition was
conducted for the students of
Grade-1,2 & 3. It was heartening to
see all the students reciting
Chaupais beautifully from
Ramayana and explaining their
meaning too. All the students
participated enthusiastically.









To mark the auspicious occasion of Diwali, the
students of Grade1,2 & 3 were engaged in colourful

activities.

They used their creativity and made beautiful Diwali
crafts such as diyas, lamps, torans etc. This beautiful
activity also kept up with the tradition of decorating
the house before Diwali. Infact, it also aimed at
letting our little ones to be actually a part of Diwali
decorations at home.





Diwali, the festival of lights
illuminates our hearts and
minds. Students of Grade I,II
& III dressed up in beautiful
traditional attires enjoyed
decorating their classrooms
and cubicles with flowers and
rangolis. The children danced
and sang merrily.

The beautiful smiles and their
enthusiasm said it all. There
was merriment, excitement
and celebration all around.















GRADE I – V 










